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Operant conditioning is a type of associative learning involving different and complex sensorimotor and cognitive processes. Because the
hippocampus has been related to some motor and cognitive functions involved in this type of learning (such as object recognition, spatial
orientation, and associative learning tasks), we decided to study in behaving mice the putative changes in strength taking place at the
hippocampal CA3–CA1 synapses during the acquisition and performance of an operant conditioning task. Mice were chronically im-
planted with stimulating electrodes in the Schaffer collaterals and with recording electrodes in the hippocampal CA1 area and trained to
an operant task using a fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule. We recorded the field EPSPs (fEPSPs) evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse during the
performance of appetitive (going to the lever, lever press) and consummatory (going to the feeder, eating) behaviors. In addition, we
recorded the local field potential activity of the CA1 area during similar behavioral displays. fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse
presented larger amplitudes for appetitive than for consummatory behaviors. This differential change in synaptic strength took place in
relation to the learning process, depending mainly on the moment in which mice reached the selected criterion. Thus, selective changes
in CA3–CA1 synaptic strength were dependent on both the behavior display and the learning stage. In addition, significant changes in
theta band power peaks and their corresponding discrete frequencies were noticed during these behaviors across the sequence of events
characterizing this type of associative learning but not during the acquisition process.

Introduction
The role of hippocampus has been mostly related to the acquisi-
tion and storage of specific associative learning procedures, such
as the classical conditioning of eyelid responses (Múnera et al.,
2001; Gruart et al., 2006; Weible et al., 2006; Whitlock et al.,
2006), as well as to object recognition (Rossato et al., 2007; Clarke
et al., 2010) and spatial orientation tasks (O’Keefe, 1976; Moser et
al., 2008). Although instrumental learning involves the use of
these sensorimotor and cognitive abilities (e.g., spatial orienta-
tion, object recognition, temporal association of environmental
cues, etc.), there is still some controversy on the participation of
the hippocampus in operant conditioning tasks (Corbit and
Balleine, 2000). Nevertheless, previous studies involving chronic

lesion (Schmaltz and Isaacson, 1967) and gene expression
(Rapanelli et al., 2009, 2011) have pointed out the participation in
rats of the hippocampus in the acquisition of instrumental con-
ditioning tasks and in other motor and cognitive aspects related
to this type of associational learning, such as food motivation
(Tracy et al., 2001) and context– outcome association (Cheung
and Cardinal, 2005).

It is commonly accepted that acquired learning abilities are
stored in the form of functional and/or structural changes in
synaptic efficiency (Hebb, 1949). In this regard, it has been shown
recently that the acquisition of a classical conditioning paradigm
evoked sustained changes in the strength of the hippocampal
CA3–CA1 synapse (Gruart et al., 2006). For this reason, we
checked here whether similar changes in strength could take
place in the same hippocampal synapse during the acquisition of
an instrumental conditioning task. Seminal studies performed in
behaving rats have already reported changes in synaptic strength
accompanying different behaviors present during the perfor-
mance of an instrumental task (Leung and Vanderwolf, 1980;
Buzsàki et al., 1981). However, not much information is available
as to when synaptic changes take place across the acquisition
process. Furthermore, changes in the spectral power of theta
(3–12 Hz) oscillations in the hippocampus have also been asso-
ciated with different behavioral displays during instrumental
learning tasks (Vanderwolf, 1969; Whishaw and Vanderwolf,
1973; Coenen, 1975; Vinogradova, 1995; Bland and Oddie, 2001;
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Wyble et al., 2004; Hasselmo, 2005; Sinnamon, 2006) and with
the rate of operant task acquisition (Santos et al., 2008). There-
fore, we checked whether there were changes in the spectral pow-
ers and frequencies of the local field potential (LFP) recording
during the performance of an instrumental task and their possi-
ble relationships with learning- and behavior-related changes in
field EPSPs (fEPSPs) evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse.

Here we attempted to determine the LFP activity and the elec-
trophysiological changes in synaptic strength taking place at the
hippocampal CA3–CA1 synapse during the acquisition and per-
formance of an operant conditioning task, with specific attention
to differences in potentiation during appetitive (going to the le-
ver, pressing the lever) and consummatory (going to the feeder,
eating the pellet) behaviors. Pyramidal CA1 neurons receive excit-
atory inputs from pyramidal CA3 cells across the Schaffer collateral
system, which make synaptic contact on the apical dendrites of
the stratum radiatum and on the basal dendrites in the stratum
oriens (Storm-Mathisen and Fonnum, 1972; Hjorth-Simonsen,
1973). To determine the activity of this CA3–CA1 synapse, we
apply single or paired pulses to Schaffer collaterals able of evoking
fEPSPs at the CA1 area. The magnitude of these fEPSPs was rep-
resentative of the functional efficacy and/or strength of this syn-
apse. Results indicate that fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1
synapse increased in strength during appetitive behaviors and
decreased during consummatory ones. This differentiation took
place at the peak of the acquisition process, but these changes
were not related to concomitant changes in peak power spectral
power and dominant frequency from collected LFP recordings.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Experiments were performed in C57BL/6 adult (3–5 months
old; 28 –35 g) male mice obtained from an official supplier (University of
Granada Animal House, Granada, Spain). Before surgery, animals were
housed in collective cages (�10 per box) and kept on a 12 h light/dark
cycle with constant ambient temperature (21 � 1°C) and humidity (50 �
7%). Food and water were available ad libitum. All electrophysiological
and behavioral studies were performed in accordance with European
Union (2003/65/CE) guidelines and Spanish (BOE 252/34367-91, 2005)
regulations for the use of laboratory animals in chronic experiments. The
experimental protocols were also approved by the local ethics committee
of the Pablo de Olavide University (Seville, Spain).

Electrode implantation. Animals were anesthetized with 0.8 –1.5% iso-
flurane, supplied from a calibrated Fluotec 5 (Fluotec-Ohmeda) vapor-
izer, at a flow rate of 1–2 L/min oxygen (AstraZeneca) and delivered via a
mouse anesthesia mask (David Kopf Instruments). Once anesthetized,
animals were implanted with bipolar stimulating electrodes in the right
Schaffer collateral/commissural pathway of the dorsal hippocampus (2
mm lateral and 1.5 mm posterior to bregma, and 1–1.5 mm from the
brain surface; Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) and with a recording electrode
at the ipsilateral CA1 pyramidal layer (1.2 mm lateral and 2.2 mm pos-
terior to bregma, and 0.9 –1.2 mm from the brain surface; Paxinos and
Franklin, 2001). The final location of the recording electrode was deter-
mined by the presence of reliable monosynaptic, positive fEPSPs evoked
by paired pulses (40 ms interpulse interval) presented to Schaffer collat-
erals (Gruart et al., 2006). Electrodes were made from 50 �m, Teflon-
coated, tungsten wire (Advent Research). A bare silver wire was affixed to
the bone as ground. All the implanted wires were soldered to a four-pin
socket (RS Amidata) that was fixed to the skull with two small bone
screws and dental cement (Fig. 1 A, B). For additional details of this
chronic preparation, see Gruart et al. (2006).

Operant conditioning procedures. Training took place in a Skinner box
module measuring 12.5 � 13.5 � 18.5 cm (Med Associates). The Skinner
box was housed within a sound-attenuating chamber (90 � 55 � 60 cm)
that was constantly illuminated (19 W lamp) and exposed to a 45 dB
white noise (Cibertec). The Skinner box was equipped with a food dis-
penser from which pellets (MLabRodent Tablet, 20 mg; Test Diet) could

be delivered by pressing a lever. When necessary, the Skinner box was
provided with a small house light (3 W) mounted over the lever and/or
with a Perspex wall separating the lever from the feeder. Before training,
mice were handled daily for 7 d and food deprived to 75– 85% of their
free-feeding weight.

Following standard procedures of our laboratory described previously
(Jurado-Parras et al., 2012), animals were trained to press the lever to
receive pellets from the feeder using a fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule (Fig. 1D,
top). Sessions lasted for 20 min. Animals were maintained on this 1:1
schedule until they reached the selected criterion—namely, until they
obtained �20 pellets per session for two successive sessions (Madroñal et
al., 2010; Jurado-Parras et al., 2012). Once criterion for the 1:1 schedule
was reached, additional operant training was performed in a group of
animals (n � 12) for 7 d using a light/dark protocol (Fig. 1D, bottom). In
this protocol, only lever presses performed by the experimental animal
during the lighted period (20 s) were reinforced with a pellet. Lever
presses performed during the dark protocol (20 � 10 s) were not rein-
forced. In addition, lever presses performed during the dark period re-
started the dark protocol for an additional random (1–10 s) time. Other
group of animals (n � 9) were overtrained with the same fixed-ratio (1:1)
schedule for up to five additional sessions.

Figure 1. Experimental design. A, Animals were chronically implanted with bipolar stimu-
lating electrodes in the right Schaffer collateral/commissural pathway (Schaffer coll.) and with
a recording electrode (Rec.) in the ipsilateral hippocampal CA1 area. PP, Perforant pathway;
St., stimulation. B, Representative photomicrographs of recording (top) and stimulating (bot-
tom) electrodes. Scale bar, 100 �m. DG, Dentate gyrus; D, dorsal; L, lateral; M, medial; V,
ventral. C, Mice were trained in a Skinner box to press a lever to obtain a food pellet with a
fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule. D, Animals were trained with two programs of increasing difficulty.
First, they had to acquire a fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule until obtaining, as a criterion, 20 pellets/20
min session for 2 successive days (top diagram). Afterward, animals were transferred to a
light/dark paradigm (bottom diagram) in which lever presses were reinforced only when a light
bulb was switched on. Lever presses performed during the dark period delayed the lighted
period for up to an additional 10 s.
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Conditioning programs, lever presses, and delivered reinforcements
were monitored and recorded by a computer, using a MED-PC program
(MED Associates). All operant sessions were recorded with a video-
capture system (Sony HDR-SR12E) synchronized to LFP and fEPSP
recordings.

Recording and stimulating procedures. LFP and fEPSPs were recorded
with Grass P511 differential amplifiers (Grass Instruments) through a
high-impedance probe (2 � 10 12 �, 10 pF). Electrical stimuli presented
to Schaffer collaterals consisted of 100 �s, square, biphasic pulses pre-
sented alone or paired (40 ms interpulse interval). Stimulus intensities
ranged from 0.02 to 0.2 mA. For each animal, the stimulus intensity was
set well below the threshold for evoking a population spike, usually 35%
of the intensity necessary for evoking a maximum fEPSP response
(Gureviciene et al., 2004; Gruart et al., 2006). In all cases, the electrical
stimulation of the Schaffer collaterals was performed with time intervals
�30 s, to avoid as much as possible interferences with slower short-term
potentiation (augmentation) or depression processes (Zucker and
Regehr, 2002).

Animals were presented with paired pulses at the Schaffer collaterals
when performing the following behaviors during operant sessions: rest-
ing, going to the lever, pressing the lever, going to the feeder, and eating.
Going to the lever and going to the feeder were determined with the help
of photoelectric cells located 3 cm from the lever and the feeder or at the
edge of the Perspex wall. Electrical stimulations left a marker in both the
electrical recording and video-capture systems. fEPSPs evoked by stimuli
not well synchronized with the aimed behavior were rejected before the
quantitative analysis. LFP analyses were performed from recordings col-
lected in the absence of Schaffer collateral stimulations.

Histology. At the end of the experimental sessions, mice were deeply
reanesthetized (sodium pentobarbital, 50 mg/kg) and perfused transcar-
dially with saline and 4% phosphate-buffered paraformaldehyde. Their
brains were removed, postfixed overnight at 4°C, and cryoprotected in
30% sucrose in PBS. Sections were obtained in a microtome (Leica) at 50
�m. Selected sections including the dorsal hippocampus were mounted
on gelatinized glass slides and stained using the Nissl technique with
0.1% toluidine blue to determine the location of stimulating and record-
ing electrodes.

Data analyses and representations. LFP, fEPSPs, and 1 V rectangular
pulses corresponding to lever presses, pellet delivery, and brain stimula-
tion were stored digitally on a computer through an analog-to-digital
converter (CED 1401 Plus; Cambridge Electronics Design). Data were
analyzed offline for quantification of animal performance in the Skinner
box, LFP, and fEPSPs with the Spike 2 (Cambridge Electronics Design)
program and the video-capture system. The slope of evoked fEPSPs was
computed as the first derivative (millivolts per seconds) of fEPSP record-
ings (in millivolts). Three to five successive fEPSPs were averaged, and
the mean value of the slope during the rise-time period (i.e., the period of
the slope between the initial 10% and the final 10% of the fEPSP) was
determined. These computed results were processed for statistical anal-
ysis using the IBM SPSS Statistics 18.0. Unless otherwise indicated, data
are always represented as the mean � SEM.

For LFP analysis, we used data collected from sessions in which ani-
mals had already reached criterion. LFP epochs lasting 1 s each were
collected during the performance of the following behaviors: (1) resting;
(2) going to the lever; (3) pressing the lever; (4) going to the feeder; and
(5) eating. The analytical procedures, including the frequency domain
(using the fast Fourier transform) and the time–frequency (using the
short-term Fourier transform) analyses of the LFP recordings, as well as
the quantification and representation scripts [for raster representation
and power spectral density (PSD) plots], were developed with the help of
MATLAB routines (MathWorks).

The time–frequency spectrograms enabled showing the frequency
band of pure LFP signal components (Priestley, 1991), because they in-
cluded an estimation of the short-term, time-localized frequency content
of the signals (raw LFP activity). The purpose of estimating the PSD was
to detect any periodicity in the LFP data, by observing peaks of spectral
power at the frequencies corresponding to these periodicities. We se-
lected the following frequency bands: theta, 3–12 Hz (divided in two
sub-bands of 3– 8 and 8 –12 Hz); beta, 12–30 Hz; and gamma, 30 –100

Hz. The algorithm included the analysis of mean values of the spectral
powers between the different frequency bands inside each epoch and the
analysis of mean values of the spectral powers for the same frequency
band between the different epochs. The same procedure was performed
for the peak values of the spectral powers inside each frequency band.

LFP results were processed for statistical analysis using the Statistics
MATLAB Toolbox (MathWorks) and the IBM SPSS Statistics 18.0. As
statistical inference procedures, one-way ANOVA (estimate of variance
both within groups and between groups, on the basis of one dependent
measure) was used to assess the statistical significance of differences be-
tween groups (Hair et al., 1998). The corresponding statistical signifi-
cance test (that is, the F[(m � 1), (m � 1) � (n � 1), (l � m)] statistics and the
resulting probability p � 0.05 in which 0.05 was the maximum predeter-
mined significance level for all the F tests) was performed, with behaviors
[(1) resting; (2) going to the lever; (3) pressing the lever; (4) going to the
feeder; and (5) eating] as repeated measures (Grafen and Hails, 2002).
The orders m (number of behaviors), n (number of mice), and l (number
of multivariate observations) and the corresponding degrees of freedom
were reported accompanying the F statistic values (Sánchez-Campusano
et al., 2007).

In a one-way ANOVA, we compared the means of several groups to
test the hypothesis that they are all the same, against the general alterna-
tive that they are not all the same. This alternative may sometimes be too
general (see an example of this situation in the study by Sánchez-
Campusano et al., 2009). We might need information about which pairs
of means are significantly different and which are not. A test that can
provide such information is called a “multiple comparison.” Multiple
comparison procedures were designed to provide an upper bound to the
probability that any comparison will incorrectly be found significant (see
an application of multiple comparison test in the study by Porras-García
et al., 2010). In particular, this procedure was applied for both the means
and the peak spectral powers and the corresponding frequency values.

Results
Mice are able to acquire different instrumental
conditioning schedules
In a first series of experiments, wild-type mice were trained for
the acquisition of an instrumental conditioning with a fixed-ratio
(1:1) schedule, i.e., each lever press was reinforced with a food
pellet (Fig. 1C,D). Training sessions were performed daily and
lasted for 20 min. The criterion for proper acquisition was to
press the lever a minimum of 20 times per session for two succes-
sive sessions. Animals progressively improved their performance
in the Skinner box with the successive sessions (Fig. 2A). Ac-
quired data were best fitted with sigmoid curves (r � 0.98, p �
0.0001; Fig. 2B). In agreement with a previous report (Jurado-
Parras et al., 2012), all the experimental animals (n � 11)
acquired the operant conditioning task in a mean of 6.5 � 0.7
(range of 4 –10) sessions (Fig. 2B,C). After reaching criterion,
mice performed the fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule task consistently,
visiting the feeder and getting the pellet after each lever press.

Additional animals (n � 12) that reached criterion for the 1:1
fixed-ratio schedule task in �6 d were further trained in a more
complex situation. Animals were rewarded now (again in a 1:1
fixed-ratio schedule) only during the period in which a small light
bulb, located over the lever, was switched on. Lighted periods
lasted for 20 s and were followed by dark periods during which
the animal was not rewarded. Moreover, pressing the lever during
the dark period punished the animal with a delay of up to an
additional 10 s in the reappearance of the lighted period (Fig. 1D,
bottom). As illustrated in Figure 2D, mice acquired this complex
task steadily and progressively across the seven training sessions
(F(6,66,77) � 22.963; p � 0.001).

These two operant tests demonstrated reliably that mice are
able to acquire operant training tasks, making them a suitable
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experimental model for the study of neu-
ral mechanisms underlying instrumental
conditioning.

Activity-dependent changes in strength
at the hippocampal CA3–CA1 synapse
during the performance of the operant
conditioning task
In a second set of experiments, well-
trained animals (n � 9) were again placed
in the Skinner box for 10 additional 20-
min sessions, but this time they were con-
nected to the stimulating and recording
system (Fig. 3A). Animals were presented
with pairs of pulses (40 ms interpulse in-
tervals) in Schaffer collaterals, and the
evoked fEPSPs were recorded in the ipsi-
lateral pyramidal CA1 layer. Stimuli were
presented during the performance of five
selected behaviors: (1) resting in the Skin-
ner box; (2) going to the lever (i.e., cross-
ing the photoelectric cell located 3 cm
away from the lever); (3) pressing the le-
ver; (4) going to the feeder (i.e., crossing
the photoelectric cell located 3 cm away
from the feeder); or (5) eating the re-
warded pellet.

As illustrated in Figure 3B–D, the am-
plitude of fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1
synapse during typical appetitive (going
to the lever, pressing the lever) and con-
summatory (going to the feeder, eating a
pellet) behaviors presented different val-
ues. Assigning a value of 100% to the am-
plitude of fEPSPs evoked during resting (Fig. 3C, dotted line), it
can be seen that fEPSPs evoked by the first pulse when going to
the lever were significantly larger (112.6 � 1.3%) than those
evoked during going to the feeder (98.5 � 3.0%) (F(1,7,14) �
17.979, p � 0.001; Fig. 3C). Furthermore, fEPSPs evoked by the
first pulse when pressing the lever were significantly larger
(112.8 � 4.7%) than those evoked during eating the pellet
(90.0 � 2.8%) (F(1,8,16) � 17.168, p � 0.001; Fig. 3B). In contrast,
fEPSPs evoked by the second pulse presented to Schaffer collat-
erals were smaller in amplitude when the animal was going to the
lever than when it was going to feeder (Fig. 3B).

It has been shown that changes in the paired-pulse ratio (sec-
ond/first � 100) are indicative of changes in synaptic strength
taking place at presynaptic sites (Zucker and Regehr, 2002;
Madroñal et al., 2009). In this regard, the paired-pulse ratio com-
puted during resting was not significantly (F(4,28,35) � 3.071, p �
0.028; Fig. 3B,D) different from those evoked when going to the
feeder, pressing, or eating, but there were significant different
between resting and going to the lever (p � 0.048). In addition,
there were significant (p � 0.024) differences in the paired-pulse
ratio between going to the lever and eating. These results suggest
the involvement of short-term plastic synaptic mechanisms in the
changes in fEPSP amplitudes observed for appetitive versus con-
summatory behaviors.

For comparative purposes, we designed a new recording situ-
ation in which animals (n � 8) were stimulated in the same box
situation but when attempting to perform two opposite (i.e., ap-
petitive vs consummatory) behaviors. For this, the animal was
stimulated at the CA3–CA1 synapse when going around a Per-

spex wall to either press the lever or collect the rewarded pellet
(Fig. 3A, two top panels). Here again, the amplitude of fEPSPs
evoked when going to the lever were significantly (p � 0.028,
Student’s t test) larger (115 � 5 vs 102 � 2.5) than those evoked
when going to the feeder.

In summary, hippocampal synapses are modulated in their
strength as a function of the ongoing behavior. Specifically, ap-
petitive behaviors increase their strength and consummatory be-
haviors decrease them.

Evolution of fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse during
four selected behaviors across the acquisition of an
instrumental conditioning
To determine at what moment the selective change in strength of
hippocampal synapses corresponding to appetitive versus con-
summatory behaviors appears, we repeated the instrumental
conditioning task with a fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule in 10 addi-
tional animals (Fig. 1D, top). However, this time, animals were
stimulated at the CA3–CA1 synapse from the first operant con-
ditioning session until criterion was reached (i.e., two successive
sessions with a minimum of 20 lever presses per session). In this
case, the collected data were arranged with respect to the first
session in which the selected criterion was reached by each animal
(Fig. 4A). In this way, we cancel out the observed differences in
the acquisition process (Fig. 2B,C), allowing a more coherent
processing of data corresponding to fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–
CA1 synapse during the different selected behaviors: (1) resting;
(2) going to the lever; (3) pressing the lever; (4) going to the
feeder; and (5) eating.

Figure 2. Acquisition of the operant conditioning task. A, Cumulative records of lever presses from a representative mouse in
the Skinner box for three (S1, S3, and S7) 20 min sessions during the acquisition of the fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule task. Slashes
indicate reinforcements (food pellets). Criterion level is indicated by the dotted line. B, A representation of the best sigmoid fits
(r � 0.974, p � 0.05) to lever presses performed by four representative mice across the 10 conditioning sessions. The dotted line
indicates the criterion. The dark sigmoid line represents the mean value for n � 11 mice (r � 0.9904). C, Percentage of mice (n �
11) reaching criterion across training. D, Performance of mice (n � 12) during the light/dark test. The light/dark coefficient
( y-axis) was calculated as (number of lever presses during the lighted period � number of lever presses during the dark period)/
total number of lever presses. Values are mean � SEM.
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As shown in Figure 4A, operant data (lever presses) collected
from all the animals, and arranged with respect to the first day on
which criterion was reached, easily fitted a sigmoid curve (r �
0.9797, p � 0.0001). We assigned a value of 0 to the session in
which criterion was reached, giving negative values to sessions
preceding it (�4 to �1) and a positive value (1) to the session
following it. In this situation, we could follow changes in the
amplitude of hippocampal CA3–CA1 fEPSPs evoked during the
performance of the five selected behaviors. As a control, we
checked the evolution of fEPSPs evoked during resting, taking as
a value of 100% the fEPSP amplitudes collected during session 0.
As illustrated in Figure 4B, no significant (F(5,45,38) � 1.624, p �
0.181) changes were observed in the amplitude of fEPSPs evoked
during resting across the successive training sessions. In contrast,
there was a significant (F(2,8,12) � 1.761, p � 0.034) increase in
fEPSP amplitude when comparing data collected for going to the
lever during (0) and after (1) the criterion day (Fig. 4C). Changes
were still more evident (F(2,6,9) � 6.559, p � 0.031) when consid-
ering fEPSP amplitudes collected during sessions �1, 0, and 1
when animals were pressing the lever (Fig. 4D), i.e., at the mo-
ment of maximum slope of the sigmoid curve representing the
acquisition process. fEPSPs evoked during eating did not present
any significant (F(2,16,18) � 0.250, p � 0.782) change in amplitude
when values collected during session 0 were taken as a (100%)
reference (Fig. 4E).

The above results indicate that fEPSPs evoked when going to
the lever and when pressing it changed significantly in amplitude
around the first day on which criterion was reached, whereas
fEPSPs evoked during eating did not present any significant
change during this time window, namely, hippocampal changes
in synaptic strength were larger at the moment of maximum
slope in the acquisition sigmoid curve, with no apparent relation-
ship with consummatory behaviors. However, these sessions (1,
0, and �1) were also the ones when there was a separation in the
amplitudes of evoked fEPSPs, when comparing going to the lever
with going to the feeder (Fig. 4F) and pressing the lever with
eating (Fig. 4G) behaviors. Indeed, the amplitude of fEPSPs
evoked during going to the lever and going to the feeder (Fig. 4F)
and pressing the lever and eating (Fig. 4G) presented a tendency
to became different (p � 0.101 and p � 0.052) during session 1,
taking the value of fEPSPs collected for resting during the same
session as baseline (100%).

On the whole, it can be proposed that the hippocampus pres-
ents a significant increase in synaptic strength in the cognitive
processes related to the acquisition of this operant task, which
decreases during the subsequent consummatory behaviors ac-
companying the corresponding reinforcements.

Hippocampal LFP activity corresponding to different
behaviors performed during instrumental conditioning
As a complement to the above experiment, we also analyzed the
electrocortical activity of the hippocampal CA1 area for different
behaviors performed during instrumental conditioning. Record-
ings were performed in the absence of electrical stimulation of
Schaffer collaterals in overtrained (n � 7) animals. LFP epochsFigure 3. Activity-dependent changes in strength at the hippocampal CA3–CA1 synapse

during performance of the operant conditioning task. A, Experimental design. After reaching
criterion for a fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule, selected animals (n � 8) were retrained in the same
Skinner box, in which a Perspex wall separating the lever from the feeder was included. In this
situation, animals were stimulated at the CA3–CA1 synapse when approaching the lever or the
feeder (see Materials and Methods), when going around the Perspex wall to approach either the
lever or the feeder (2 top diagrams), and when pressing the lever or eating the pellet (2 bottom
diagrams). B, Superimposed (n � 10) fEPSPs evoked in the hippocampal CA1 area of a repre-
sentative animal by paired pulses (40 ms interpulse interval) presented to the ipsilateral Schaf-
fer collaterals during four different behaviors: (1) going to the lever; (2) going to the feeder; (3)

4

pressing the lever; and (4) eating. St., Stimulation. C, D, Relative amplitude of fEPSPs evoked by
the first (C) and second (D) of two pulses (40 ms interpulse interval) presented at the CA3–CA1
synapse during four different behaviors: (1) going to the lever; (2) going to the feeder; (3)
pressing the lever; and (4) eating. As baseline (100%) values, we used fEPSP amplitudes col-
lected during resting behavior (dotted line in C and D). Significant are indicated. *p � 0.05;
***p � 0.001.
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(each lasting 1 s) were collected during the performance of the
following behaviors: (1) resting; (2) going to the lever; (3) press-
ing the lever; (4) going to the feeder; and (5) eating. In Figure 5A
are represented the averaged (n � 20 times) power spectra of the
raw LFP activity recorded during these five behaviors. These
power spectra presented significant differences (p � 0.0001) in
the peak spectral powers (in percentage) and in their correspond-
ing frequency values (in hertz). Minimum values for frequency
and spectral power corresponded to eating, whereas maximum
values corresponded to going to the feeder. An additional multi-

ple comparison analysis showed that three behaviors (going to
the lever, pressing, and going to the feeder) presented peak spec-
tral powers significantly (F(4,24,170) � 30.3684, p � 0.001) differ-
ent from those shown by resting. In contrast, eating presented a
peak spectral power not statistically different ( p � 0.053)
from resting (resting, 37.87 � 1.84%; eating, 30.44 � 1.76%;
Fig. 5B, top set of histograms). In addition, and according to
the frequency values observed (Fig. 5B, bottom set of histo-
grams), only one of the behaviors (eating, 6.71 � 0.37 Hz)
presented a significantly (F(4,24,170) � 21.6542, p � 0.001)

Figure 4. Evolution of fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse during four selected behaviors across the acquisition of the fixed-ratio (1:1) schedule. A, Acquisition curves collected from mice
(n � 10) (Fig. 2B) were readjusted with respect to the first day that each animal reached the selected criterion (dotted line). For analysis, we quantified the amplitudes of fEPSPs evoked at the
CA3–CA1 synapse during the performance of the five selected behaviors (resting, going to the lever, pressing the lever, going to the feeder, and eating) for three sessions [before reaching criterion
(�1), at criterion (0), and after reaching criterion (1)] and for n � 6 animals. B, Changes in the amplitude of fEPSPs (white dots) evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse during resting across sessions
adjusted with respect to criterion. fEPSP amplitudes are represented with respect to baseline values (100%) collected during the first criterion day (0). Note that no significant changes ( p � 0.181)
were observed for this behavior across training and with respect to the session reaching criterion. Changes in the fundamental frequencies (black dots) of the power spectra for the resting behavior
during the same training sessions are also illustrated. Note that no significant changes ( p � 0.89) were observed. C–E, Changes in the amplitude of fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse for the
behaviors going to the lever (C), pressing the lever (D), and eating (E). Significant differences with respect to values collected during the criterion session (0) are indicated. *p � 0.05. F, A comparison
of changes evoked in fEPSP amplitudes for an appetitive behavior (i.e., going to the lever; black dots) and a consummatory one (i.e., going to the feeder; black triangles) with respect to values
collected for resting in the session during which criterion was reached (0) and sessions immediately before (�1) and after (1). Note that, after criterion, there was a tendency for significant changes
( �p � 0.101) between going to the lever and going to the feeder. G, Same as in F but comparing pressing the lever (white dots) with eating (gray dots; �p � 0.052). Thus, diamonds indicate that
the observations were not statistically different but tended to it. H, I, Evolution of the fundamental frequency of the power spectra for going to the lever (H), pressing the lever (I), and eating (J) across
sessions with respect to criterion. Note that no significant changes in the dominant frequency of the power spectra were observed across learning. K, A comparison of changes evoked in fundamental
frequencies for an appetitive behavior (i.e., going to the lever) and a consummatory one (i.e., going to the feeder) with respect to values estimated for resting in the session during which criterion
was reached (0) and sessions immediately before (�1) and after (1). L, Same than in K but comparing pressing the lever with eating. Again, no significant differences were observed between the
fundamental frequencies of LFP recorded at the CA1 area across learning for the two mentioned behaviors.
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Figure 5. Frequency-domain representation of LFP activity for different behaviors performed in the Skinner box during operant conditioning. A, Power spectra of the raw LFP activity recorded
during the following behaviors: (1) resting (blue); (2) going to the lever (green); (3) pressing the lever (purple); (4) going to the feeder (yellow); and (5) eating (red). The five illustrated power spectra
presented significant differences ( p � 0.0001) for the peak spectral powers (in percentage) and for the corresponding frequency values (in hertz). Note that the minimum value of frequency and
spectral power corresponded to eating and the maximum value to going to the feeder. B, According to the multiple comparison analysis, three behaviors (going to the lever, pressing the lever, and
going to the feeder) presented peak spectral powers significantly different ( p � 0.001) from those for resting behavior. Eating was not statistically different ( p � 0.053) from resting (resting,
37.87 � 1.84%; eating, 30.44 � 1.76%). However, according to the frequency values, only one of the behaviors (eating, 6.71 � 0.37 Hz) presented a significantly different dominant frequency
( p � 0.001) from the control behavior (resting, 9.03 � 0.32 Hz). C, Color raster displays of the power spectra (spectral power, in percentage, see the color bar; and frequency, in hertz, see x-axis)
across 35 trials (see y-axis) of LFP activities for five different behaviors. Spectral powers presented predominant bands (the high color intensity in the raster representations) in (Figure legend continues.)
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different dominant frequency from the behavior used as con-
trol (resting, 9.03 � 0.32 Hz).

Data shown in Figure 5C are also represented in color raster
displays of the power spectra (spectral power, in percentage, see
the color bar; and frequency, in hertz, on the x-axis) across 35
trials (i.e., repetitions of the same behavior, on the y-axis) of LFP
activities for the five selected behaviors (Fig. 5C). Spectral powers
presented predominant bands (the high color intensity in the
raster representations) in the frequency range of 6 –12 Hz. Taking
the results together, it can be noticed that two behaviors (going to
the lever and going to the feeder) presented the largest spectral
power at a higher frequency, whereas two other behaviors (press-
ing the lever and eating) presented the largest spectral power at a
lower frequency.

To describe the above results with a larger detail, in Figure 5D,
we analyzed the spectral power of the LFP recorded during these
five behaviors for the following selected bands: low theta (3– 8
Hz), high theta (8 –12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30 –100
Hz). The maximum value of spectral power in the low theta band
was presented during eating (54.76 � 3.08%, F(4,24,170) � 15.954,
p � 0.001). In contrast, in the high theta band (8 –12 Hz) maxi-
mum values of spectral power were presented when going to the
lever (63.99 � 2.62%) and going to the feeder (65.57 � 2.74%),
reaching values significantly different (F(4,24,170) � 32.876, p �
0.001) from those collected during the other behaviors. Going to
the lever and going to the feeder behaviors also presented signif-
icantly larger spectral values of spectral power in the beta band
when compared with values presented during pressing the lever
(p � 0.01) and eating (p � 0.001) behaviors. Finally, eating
presented significantly (p � 0.001) lower values of spectral power
in the gamma band than the other four behaviors.

We performed a detailed analysis of LFP changes observed
across a complete sequence of behaviors related to the operant
sequence of events, namely, going to the lever, pressing the lever,
going to the feeder, and eating the rewarded pellet. In Figure 6A is
illustrated an LFP recording representative of this behavioral se-
quence, as well as the time–frequency representation corre-
sponding to this LFP activity. A dominant spectral power
corresponding to the theta band of frequencies can be seen across
the entire (16 s) time window.

Considerable changes in the spectral power of dominant fre-
quencies were observed across the complete behavioral sequence.
For example, the spectral power of the theta band reached max-
imum values when the animal was going to press the lever and
when going to the feeder, and a minimum value when the animal
was eating (Fig. 6A, raster color display). As illustrated in Figure
6B, fEPSPs evoked at the CA3–CA1 synapse in the same animal
and during similar behavioral sequences also presented signifi-
cant changes. Thus, it can be seen that fEPSPs evoked during

going to the lever versus going to the feeder or pressing the lever
versus eating (Fig. 3).

Finally, PSD plots for the LFP activity during the five time
sequences of behaviors illustrated in Figure 7A–E indicated that
pressing and eating behaviors presented peak values in the low
theta band (7.34 � 0.30 and 6.38 � 0.25 Hz, respectively),
whereas going to the lever and going to the feeder behaviors
reached maximum PSD values in the high theta band (8.75 �
0.09 and 8.89 � 0.16 Hz, respectively). For resting epoch, the
mean value of the fundamental frequency was 8.14 � 0.27 Hz,
with a range from 7.87 to 8.41 Hz, i.e., values of frequency that
were alternating between low and high theta bands. Finally, Fig-
ure 7F illustrates the evolution of mean frequency values for the
fundamental spectral powers across the indicated operant condi-
tioning sessions in relation to the mean values of the frequencies
during an overtrained session of the experimental mice. As
shown, no significant changes in the evolution of mean frequency
values across the five overtrained sessions were observed for any
of the five behaviors included in the present study.

It should be remembered here that, as shown in Figures 4, B
and H–L, and 7F, no significant changes in the fundamental fre-
quency of the power spectra were observed during the acquisition
process, namely, the reported changes in CA3–CA1 synaptic
strength took place without a noticeable change in the dominant
frequency recorded at the pyramidal CA1 layer for each of the five
selected behaviors.

In summary, a detailed analysis of LFP activities recorded in
the pyramidal CA1 layer during performance of an operant con-
ditioning further supports a selective modulation of hippocam-
pal activities during locomotor versus stationary behavioral
activities independently from the learning stage of the experi-
mental animal.

Discussion
General findings and comments
Results presented here indicate that hippocampal circuits modu-
late their synaptic strength in relation to ongoing relevant behav-
iors (going to the lever and pressing the lever versus going to the
feeder and eating the pellet) during the performance of instru-
mental conditioning tasks. These activity-dependent changes in
synaptic strength were not necessarily related to spatial con-
strains (O’Keefe, 1976; Moser et al., 2008) but aimed at behavior
(i.e., appetitive vs consummatory; Figs. 3, 4; Tracy et al., 2001). In
addition, the LFP recorded in the hippocampal pyramidal CA1
area was modulated in both spectral power and dominant fre-
quency depending on the performed activity. Thus, behaviors
involving coordinated motor activities (going to the lever, going
to the feeder) increased both the spectral power and the domi-
nant frequency within the theta band, whereas static behaviors
(pressing the lever, eating the pellet) decreased them (Wyble et
al., 2004; Sinnamon, 2006; Figs. 5-7). The synaptic strength of the
hippocampal CA3–CA1 synapse can be specifically modified by
the cognitive value of the ongoing behavior (performing an ap-
petitive behavior, such as pressing the lever, versus performing a
consummatory behavior as eating the pellet) even if both behav-
iors involve movement and a definite increase in CA1 spectral
power and dominant theta frequency. This interesting finding
seems to disagree with previous reports in which synaptic in-
creases in strength were accepted rather as taking place in parallel
with a decrease in spectral power (Leung, 1980; Wyble et al., 2000;
Manns et al., 2007; Schall et al., 2008).

4

(Figure legend continued.) the frequency range of 6 –12 Hz. Spectral powers were normal-
ized according to their maximum inter-behavior value. D, Spectral power of the LFP recorded
during the five mentioned behaviors for the following selected bands of frequencies: low theta
(3– 8 Hz), high theta (8 –12 Hz), beta (12–30 Hz), and gamma (30 –100 Hz). The maximum
value of spectral power in the low theta band was presented during eating (F(4,24,170) �15.954,
p � 0.001). In contrast, in the high theta band (8 –12 Hz), maximum values of spectral power
were presented during going to the lever and going to the feeder, reaching values significantly
different (F(4,24,170) � 32.876, p � 0.001) from those collected during the other behaviors.
Observed differences for the spectral power peaks in the beta [going to the lever and going to
the feeder in relation to pressing ( p � 0.01) and eating ( p � 0.001)] and gamma [eating
in relation to the other four behaviors ( p � 0.001)] bands are also indicated. **p � 0.01;
***p � 0.001.
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Mechanisms underlying the changes in synaptic strength for
selective behaviors during instrumental learning
Studies of operant conditioning using electrolytic (Schmaltz and
Isaacson, 1967; Corbit and Balleine, 2000) or excitotoxic (Corbit
et al., 2002) lesions concluded that the retrohippocampus (i.e.,
entorhinal efferents), but not the hippocampus, is involved in the
ability of rats to encode the contingency between actions and
their consequences. Other authors have proposed that the hip-

pocampus is preferentially involved in food-related behaviors,
such as in the learned inhibition of appetitive behaviors (Tracy et
al., 2001) and/or in the formation of context– outcome associa-
tions (Cheung and Cardinal, 2005). Instead of using lesion stud-
ies, we examined here the electrophysiological changes that
take place during the acquisition and the performance of an
instrumental task in behaving mice. It is generally assumed
that synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus is a phenomenon

Figure 6. Dynamic changes in LFP activity for different behaviors performed during operant conditioning tasks. A, From top to bottom are illustrated a rectangular pulse indicating the moment
when the animal pressed the lever and the LFP activity corresponding to the same time window. Time–frequency representation of this LFP activity is illustrated below. Note a dominant spectral
power (in percentage, see the color bar) for the theta band of frequencies (in hertz, see y-axis) for the entire time window (in seconds, see x-axis). Horizontal dashed white lines enclose the 4 –12
Hz frequency range (i.e., the theta band), and vertical dashed white lines indicate the different successive behaviors: (1) going to the lever; (2) pressing the lever; (3) going to the feeder; and (4)
eating. Note that the spectral power of the theta band reached maximum values when the mouse was going to press the lever and when going to the feeder and a minimum value when the animal
was eating. B, Examples of LFP recordings collected from the same animal during the performance of the same set of behaviors, including the presentation of a single stimulus (St.) to the CA3–CA1
synapse. Note that the fEPSP evoked by the single pulse presented to Schaffer collaterals reached maximum values when the mouse was going to press the lever and when pressing the lever and a
minimum value when the animal was eating. At the bottom are shown these same fEPSPs averaged (n � 5 times), amplified, and with a larger time base.
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related to learning and memory (Bliss
and Collingridge, 1993; Citri and
Malenka, 2008; Neves et al., 2008). Inter-
estingly, our findings suggest that there
are no long-lasting synaptic plastic
changes at the hippocampal CA3–CA1
synapse during the acquisition of the op-
erant conditioning task, because fEPSPs
recorded during the resting behavior did
not change accordingly with learning. Ap-
parently, the changes in synaptic strength
were restricted rather to the performance
of selective behaviors. Thus, in this type of
associative learning the hippocampus
seems to act in a different manner, such as
during the classical conditioning of the
nictitating membrane/eyelid responses
(Múnera et al., 2001; Gruart et al. 2006;
Weible et al., 2006). In addition, the effi-
cacy of the synaptic transmission is mod-
ified for selected appetitive and
consummatory behaviors during a short
time window in trained mice. This facili-
tation (or disfacilitation) of synaptic
strength can perhaps be considered a par-
ticular type of short-term synaptic plastic-
ity. There are numerous forms of short-
term synaptic plasticity, lasting from a few
milliseconds to several minutes (Zucker
and Regehr, 2002). This type of plasticity
is thought to play an important role in
short-term adaptations to sensory inputs,
transient changes in behavioral states, and
short-lasting forms of memory (Citri and
Malenka, 2008). Additional support for
this proposal is that, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3, there are some indications that (e.g.,
because of the differential effects evoked
by the paired pulses for appetitive and
consummatory behaviors) presynaptic
changes could be taking place in the ob-
served changes in synaptic strength
(Zucker and Regehr, 2002; Volianskis and
Jensen, 2003; Lauri et al., 2007; Madroñal
et al., 2009).

Changes in hippocampal LFP activity
during instrumental learning
The reported changes in synaptic facilitation or disfacilitation
during operant conditioning were accompanied by changes in
LFP activity recorded in the hippocampal CA1 area. Up to six
prominent LFP patterns have been identified in the hippocampus
of the freely moving rodent (mostly rats): four rhythmical (theta,
beta, gamma, and ripple waves) and two nonrhythmical (large
irregular activity and small irregular-amplitude activity)
(Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Segal, 1978; Leung, 1980;
Manns et al., 2007; Santos et al., 2008; Schall et al., 2008). Hip-
pocampal theta rhythms are more evident during voluntary be-
haviors and translational movements, such as walking, running,
jumping, rearing, swimming, digging, manipulation of objects
with forelimbs, isolated movements of head or one limb, and
shifts of posture (Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Segal, 1978;
Leung, 1980; Wyble et al., 2004; Manns et al., 2007). This theta

rhythm is generally absent during more-automatic behaviors,
including licking, biting, chewing, tooth chattering, vocaliza-
tion, shivering, face washing, scratching, pelvic thrusting, def-
ecating, urinating, ejaculating, and piloerection (Whishaw
and Vanderwolf, 1973; Segal, 1978; Leung, 1980; Sinnamon,
2006; Manns et al., 2007). Our results in mice are in agreement
with those of these studies. Indeed, we show that when mice
are going to press the lever or going to the feeder, the spectral
power for the high theta rhythm is more prominent than when
the animal is eating or pressing the lever. A still-open question is
the correlation between these behaviors and the recorded LFP
profiles (Hasselmo, 2005; Cruikshank et al., 2012). As proposed
by Vinogradova (1995), theta rhythmic activities may represent a
sort of temporal window, allowing periods during which excit-
atory influences are increased and inhibitory processes are min-
imal, and preventing periods when transmission of the input

Figure 7. Differences in the PSD of LFP recorded in the hippocampal CA1 area during the performance of five different behaviors
in an operant conditioning task. A–E, PSD plots for the LFP activity during the five time sequences of behaviors (resting in A; going
to lever in B; pressing in C; going to feeder in D; and eating in E) in overtrained mice. The color arrows (from blue in A to red in E)
indicate the fundamental components of the spectra [PSD peaks, in log(mV/�Hz), see y-axis; and their corresponding
frequencies, in log (hertz), see x-axis] for the five behaviors. The mean value of the represented traces is indicated by the colored
thick line. The PSD allowed us to determine the periodicity of LFP data by observing the spectral power peak at the frequency
corresponding to that periodicity (i.e., the theta band rhythms for the peaks in A–E, see color arrows). F, Evolutions of the mean
frequency values for the fundamental spectral powers across the indicated operant conditioning sessions (from �3 to 1 d) in
relation to the mean values of the frequencies during an overtrained (OT) session of the experimental animals. Although for all
behaviors in overtrained mice the discrete PSDs presented peak values in the theta band, there were significant ( p � 0.05)
differences among the corresponding frequency values. Thus, eating presented the lower-frequency values (6.38 � 0.25 Hz),
whereas going to the lever (8.75 � 0.09 Hz) and going to the feeder (8.89 � 0.16 Hz) presented the largest ones.
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signals to pyramidal cells is rather limited. Thus, the theta rhythm
may be regarded as a mechanism of selective attention, a prereq-
uisite of memory trace formation (Lynch et al., 1988; Cahusac et
al., 1991). In our case, the epochs with maximum theta spectral
power and frequency were those when the animal was going to
the lever and going to the feeder. In both situations, the animal
had to be focused on the ongoing behaviors (either going to press
the lever to obtain food or going to the feeder to collect the pellet),
it being necessary that no stimulus could interfere with the ongo-
ing events. The reported drop in theta band spectral power dur-
ing food consumption is indicative of a state of hypervigilance to
any possible sensory input for purposes of detecting nearby pred-
ators (Wyble et al., 2004). In accordance with this proposal, the
present results indicate that, when mice are eating pellets, there is
a drop in the high theta band spectral power frequency.

Furthermore, we show here the relationships between the
changes in efficacy at the CA3–CA1 synapse in relation to both
behavioral displays and LFP recordings. Several early studies re-
ported changes in synaptic efficacy during instrumental learning.
In general, those reports indicated that the evoked population
spike in CA1 neurons after the stimulation of Schaffer collaterals
was smaller during behaviors associated with increased theta
power than during those associated with nonrhythmical states
(Segal, 1978; Leung, 1980; Herreras et al., 1988). However, other
early studies reported opposite results, i.e., the amplitude of the
CA1 population spike evoked by the stimulation of the commis-
sural pathway was maximum during running and smallest during
drinking (Buzsàki et al., 1981). The present results are more in
agreement with this latter report, that is, when theta band spectral
power and frequency reached higher values, fEPSPs evoked in the
CA1 by the stimulation of ipsilateral Schaffer collaterals pre-
sented larger amplitudes when going to the lever than fEPSPs
recorded when there was a drop in theta band spectral power and
dominant frequency, such as during the eating behavior.

According to the present results (Figs. 4B,H–L, 7F) no signif-
icant changes in the dominant frequency were observed accom-
panying the reported changes in synaptic strength during the
acquisition of the operant conditioning task. In this regard, an
increase in the spectral power of the theta band during the acqui-
sition of a spatial task has been reported (Landfield et al., 1972), a
fact not confirmed by others (Masuoka et al., 2006). Neverthe-
less, those analyses were performed without taking into account
the specific behavior been performed during LFP recordings.
Santos et al. (2008) reported an increase in the mean theta
rhythm during immobility periods correlating with the acquisi-
tion rate of an operant task in behaving rats, a fact not confirmed
here with the specific PSD calculated for five different behaviors.

In conclusion, here we show that, although the hippocampus
seems not to participate in the acquisition of the operant condi-
tioning task, it still plays an active role during the performance of
involved behavioral stages, mainly when animals are overtrained
and/or reach an appropriate understanding of the involved con-
textual circumstances. In this regard, it has been reported re-
cently that the dorsal hippocampus conveys relevant information
to the ventral tegmental area concerning the context as a whole,
enabling a rapid activation of dopaminergic neurons to promote
salience attribution to the conditioned contexts (Luo et al., 2011).
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